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COME baud the war
censor a fresh bouquet; he let almost
nothing get by liim

SNOW

and cloudy
and
skies
tonight
Tuesday, according to
the weather forecast.
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German Forces Recapture Lodz and

si

It

Lrl L

IP

the fighting around Lodz, m defeating
strong Russian forces stationed to the'
northeast and to the southwest of this
city. The text of the announcement

AGAINST ENEMIES UPON FRENCH

follows:
"No especial reports have been

'
re-

ceived from the western theater of
the war nor from the region to the
east of the ulain of the .Mazurian
'
lakes.
VI
AND
"In northern Poland we gained special successes in prolonged fighting
around Lodz by defeating strong Russian forces stationed to the northwest
and to the southwest of this city.
"IiOdz is in our possession. Details
of the battle giving us Lodz cannot yet
be published on account of the extended field over which the engagement was' fought. The Russian losses
ARMY RENEWS ATTACK were very large.
SERVIAN
BATTERED
"An attempt by the Russians to
come to the assistance of their threatened armies in the north from north
The Austrian Invaders are Reported lo Have Been Checked Poland, was foifed ey the activity of
the
and German
and 1 hen Turned Backward Conflicting Reports From the
troops in the district southwest of
Western Arena of the War Becloud Real Conditions in
Pietrokow."

Teutons are Driven Back Across the Yser
Over Dearly Bought Territory

Austro-Hungaria-

Some Parts of the BaMleline.
An offensive movement of the allies against the German armies on
French and Belgian soil apparently is being extended gradually, and now,
according to the best available Information, covers a large part, of the battle line from the North sea to Switzerland.
Today's official French statement, while worded In the cautious manner
men-

that has characterized reported accomplishments recently, specifically
tions offensive movements in Belgium, in the regions of Armentleres Ar-- .
ras andl Aisne, and In the Argonne. - At all these points, It Is said, the super-iority of the French offensive has been shown.
The German forces which succeeded in pushing their way across the
Yser canal, In the battles last month in which both sides suffered so severely, are said by the French war office now to have been forced out of
their positions, with the exception of troops in a few entrenchments still
under attack.
else the fortunes of
In Russian Poland, where more than anywhere
bsttte. have been unevenly distributed, apparently there has been another
of th swift changes which have made the situation a confused one since
the beginning of the war.
The success of Germans, in rallying their forces and renewing the offensive after escaping from the Russian enveloping movement is an indication, according to the Berlin dispatch which have been contradicted in
Petrograd, that the important Polish city of Lodz has again been captured
by the Germans. From Lodz the road leads toward Warsaw, the objective
In the two previous German advances.
From Russian sources comes the intimation of a new plan of offensive.. Cracow, it is said, is now under the Russian artillery fire, and Russian strategy contemplates shifting of the main ajttack from central Poland
to the south, Involving an attempt to push on from the region of Cracow
and enter Germany across the Si'esian border, with Breslau the objective.
Such a movement probably would Involve a large reinforcement of the
Russian) army in Galicia.
The battered Servian army apparently has rallied before the advance
of the Austrlans who have been sweeping northwestern Servia bare of
It Is reported from Nish that the Servians have resumed the offensive and driven' back the Austrian right wing as far as the Kolubara
.
river.
t
Official statements concerning the fighting in the west area conflict
in reference to detached engagements with varying claims of small advantages.
In the main the (situation today appeared to be much the same as at
the last of last month.
The German official communication of today passes by the situation
In the west without comment. In northern Poland the Germans, according to the statement of the war offloe at Berlin, have won important successes In the prolonged fighting near Lodz, in addition to capturing that
,
city. The Russian losses, It Is stated, were heavy.
- Another British merchantman, the
Chafrcase, which sailed from New
York October 1 for western South American ports, has teen sent to the
bottom by German guns. The transport Prlnz Eltel Freiderich sunk the
Charcase off the Chilean coast. It is not clear whether the German transport was accompanfed by other warships or whether she was alone. The
main German fleet Was reported reported recently to be In the south

The French Statement
Paris, Dec. 7. The French war office gave out an official communication this afternoon as follows:
"In the region of the Yser we continued to attack the intrenchments
still held by the enemy on the left
bank of the canal.
"In, the region of Armentieres and
of "Arras, as well as in tie Oise region and in the Argonne, there is
nothing to report except to refer in
general terms to the superiority" of
our offensive..
"In Champagne our heavy artillery
fire on several occasions has shown
marked superiority over the enemy,
There is nothing new on the eastern
front of our line, where the positions
of previous days have been maintained."

SCHWAB

NOT TO BUILD

ALLIES' SUBMARINES
INFORMS
M.4S

PRESIDENT THAT HE
GIVEN UP CONTRACTS
FOR EQUIPMENT

7.
Secretary
Washington, Dec.
Bryan announced late today that
Charles M. Schwab had informed him
that the Fore River Ship Building
company would submit ,to the views
of President Wilson and would not
build submarines for any European
belligerents.
Secretary Bryan gave out the fol
lowing; statement:
" When , Information
reached the
state department that the Fore River
company was planning to build a num
ber of submarines for one of the allies.
inquiry was made to ascertain the
facts. As a result of this inquiry, Mr.
Schwab called at the stale department
last week with his attorney and laid
before the department what his com
pany had planned to do, stating that
before "undertaking the work he had
secured the opinion of a number of
international lawyers and was keep
l
a Of np.ll- ing urii hin iYia
he Russian caprtal, is the weak point
fl3 outlned b them ,
in the armor of the Teutonic allies.
j tated t0 Wm mt the prMldent
These messages from Petrograd say
hig opinlon upon information
as early as at the time of
tuat
wnrt
nMo,
the fall of Lemberg, Austria asked
as contemplated as a violation of the
Russia for terms of peace. The nespirit of neutrality, out I told him T
gotiation to that end, if any really would
lay his statement before the
took place, apparently proved aborpresident and then give him a final
tive. The etory is again revived in answer.
Petrograd In, the form of a report that "On
Friday I had a conference with
the Hungarian prime minister, on a the
and he instructed me
president
recent visit to Emperor William,
to inform Mr. Schwab that his statebetter military protection for ment
only confirmed the opinion preHungary, lack of which would cause viously given.
the loss of the kingdom.
"Mr. Schwab called me by long distance telephone and told me that he
Germans Retake Lodz
submitted to the president's view on
Berlin, Dec. 7 (by wireless to Lon- - the subject and that I could announce
don). The German official statement that his firm would not build subma-piveout in Berlin this afternoon rines for any Belligerent country for
says that in northern Poland German j delivery during the war. This c!osps
forces were successful in prolonging lh. submarine incident."
t

remill-ompn-

comparison of
the reports from Berlin and Petrograd
leads to the conclusion that the Germans again occupy Lodz, from which
city they were driven on their first
retreat from Warsaw. Berlin makes
positive announcement that Lodz is in
their hands! while Petrograd admits
that the situation there is desperate.
If the fall of the city is' a fact it
Indicates!
that communication with
Warsaw again is seriously menaced,
statement from
but; a
declares that, the Russians are
strong enough to hold the Invaders
in northern Poland and will content
themselves with doing this, while devoting their main energies to the
of Cracow and the Invasion
of Hungary.
Hungary Falterinn
Hungary, affording to reports from
semi-offici-
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EASTERN STATES REPORT GREAT
DAMAGE ,TO THE SHIPPING

LACK AWANA( TERMINAL STATION
IS FLOODED FOR THE
FIRST TIME

NEW

YOHK

Br'

ON VERA

CRUZ WALSH

GIVES

HIM

WAESIK

OTHER COAST TOWNS WILL BE SAYS INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIONER
ATTACKED BY FORCES OF
HAS POWER TO PUNISH
SIMILAR SIZE
WELBORN SEVERELY

IUU II LI.L

THE CAPITAL IS UNTROUBLED MINERS

PAID

NO REPORTS OF FURTHER

tilUM

IS

UNION

AT AFTERNOON SESSION "MOTH.
ER" JONES GIVES ADDRESS
TO THE MEMBERS

BLOOD-

FROM
-

Mexico City, Dec. 4 (via El Paso,
Denver, Doe. 7 J. F. Welbprn, pres.
Texas, Dec. 7.) Generals Villa and ident ot the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Zapata met today at Zochimilco, and, company, clashed with Chairman-Walsafter a conference, announced publicof the federal industrial relaNO
PROPORTIONATE
RASES ly that they would work together, and tions commission today over the
right
that each would retire to private life claimed by the coal operator to withwhen "their work was accomplished. hold the name of the man who wrote
EMPLOYES
THEY, SAY OTHER
George C. Carothers, special represen "Facts Concerning the Struggle ia
HAVE BEEN ADVANCED AT
tative of the Washington state depart- Colorado for Industrial Freedom."
GREATER PACE
to General Villa's
Mr. Welborn insisted upon assum
ment, attached
headquarters, and several of Villa's of- ing full responsibility for the pamph
THEIR HOURS ARE TOO LONG ficers previously had conferred with let, said he had given his word that
Zapata in an effort to persuade him the author's identity would not be
to come to the capital. A serious disclosed, and finally asked for time
BUT THEIR COMPENSATION
FOR hitch evidently had occurred. Zapata to consult counsel as to the
right ot
"OVERTIME" IS NOT COMwas organizing his forces at Cuerna-vaca- , the commission to fore him to g(v
MENSURATE
where the Villa delegation met the Information demanded.
him.
"The writer was engaged for the
Chicago, Dec. 7. At today's session
After the conference today General work on the promise that his name-woulof the arbitration board, called to con- Villa said that his forces would begin
not be used in connection with
sider the requests of the enginemen immediately a vigorous campaign it," said Mr. Welborn, who had been
of 98 western railroads, testimony de- against Carranza, The forces of Villa called to the stand to resume bis tessigned to show that engineers are and Zapata will enter Mexico City to- timony in the Colorado coal miners'
paid a lower rate' than are men in morrow. Leon Canova, representing strike . investigation.
"My word is
other leading Industries was intro- the United
attended the con- - sivpTi it up and I think; the writfi-liu- s
duced. Ti'O iuiujun isons were intro Icrfnce today ei4 was givtii an cu'.cioi
Hointi
ia lb1 mailer,"
duced in printed form by W. S. Carter, statement by the two leaders. Gen"Without going into the reason fur

JERSEY SHORE

I
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OPERATORS
REFUSE TO
TELL WHO IS AUTHOR OF
STRIKE PAMPhLET

HEAR THE MEN'S
ARBITRATORS
SIDE OF THE LABOR CONTROVERSY

INTERESTS
HIGH WATER
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COAL

"FIRST CHIEF"

13,000 MARCH

WROTE

SHIELDED

VILLA AND ZAPATA FORM PLANS
FOR DISLODGING FORMER
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Assume Stronger Position m The East

ALLIED ARMIES TAKE OFFENSIVE

London,
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FIRE BOAT IS SUNK AT DOCKS
AND OTHER SHIPS DRIVEN
OUT TO SEA
New York, Dec, 7. A roaring northeaster today swept the Atlantic coast
at 60 miles an hour from North Carolina to Maine.
Chief among the many, vessels cast
upon the shore was an unknown warship with four .'nnels and a fighting
ti'.p; which weVwwrw yWerdii iicsfu
Ocean City. Md. The identity of the
vessel was hidden by a cloak of fog.
Lashed by the gale the ocean battered down the sea wall at Seabrlght,
N. J., during the night and placed the
town in immediate peril of destruction on the next high tide. Its streets
were flooded, communication by rail
was cut off, breakers
were rolling
over the chief thoroughfare and undermining the foundations of the principal buildings, and there appeared
every prospect that the damage would
be great.
i New
were
York bay anfit harbor
practically cleared of all craft by the
gale. . One fire boat was Bunk at her
pier. On the New Jersey shore of
the Hudson a new high water mark
was set The big waiting room of
the. Lackawana terminal was flooded,
and nearly: alt trains 'discontinued.
Along the coast of New England the
gale was especially vfolent At Point
Judith, R. I., a small schooner avas
torn from her anchorage and thrown
on the breakwater. Life savers seek
ing to rescue the crew of a
schooner which struck Tuckernuck
shoal on Saturday have been unable
for two days to launch their boats.

.

.
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Rtr-tes- ,
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the newspaer the commission's request," said Mr.
president of the Brotherhood of Loco- eral Villa requested
motive Firemen and Enginemen, who men present to say that, he congrat- Walsh, "that is no proper reason, to
resumed the witness stand. The ex- ulated General Scott on his appoint- far as the law is concerned, for not
hibit also contained information on ment as chief of staff of the United giving the information."
hours' of service. Carter
"He was not responsible except for
gave the States army. General Villa said:
"General Scott is a great soldier and the detailed execution," protested Mr.
purpose of the compilation as follows:
1. To show that rates of wages of is my warm friend."
Welborn, "any more than a stenogralocomotive engineers, firemen and hospher to whom I dictate a letter.."
Active Campaign Begins
"If you decline to give the name
tlers have been and are now less than
An active campaign will begin withthe rates of wages paid in other lead- in a week by both the Villa and Za- the commission, will of course take
ing industries.
pata forces, according to the state such action as it deems best," warned
2.
That locomotive engineers, fire- ments of a high official of the present Walsh.
men and 'hostlers have received less government. The plan calls for the " ''I do not decline," replied WelIncrease in wages, 1914 over 1907, and sending of four strong columns
born, "but I ask the right of consult1914 over 1910, than have employes
the followers ot Carrnnza. The ing counsel. I consider this a very
i'i other leading industries.
first expedition will consist of 18,000 serious matter."
3.
That a "day's work" required of men who will leave within the comPreviously Mr. Wellborn said he
locomotive
engineers, firemen and ing week, their objective point being had never heard, until Mr. Walsh read
hostlers is greater than is required Vera Cruz. In line with this plan Vil- it to him, the statute of 100S, which
ot employes of other leading indirsr la today took over the Mexican railway forbids coal company employes from
'"" if an
'a H"
tries, and
English corporation, running acting as judges of election in "clos4.
ed" camps. Commissioner Weinstock
That, while required to work between the capital and Vera Cruz.
hours far In excess of employes in
The second column of 15.000 men took up Mr. Wellborn's last report to
other industries, locomotive engineers, soon afterward will be sent toward jthe stockholders of the Colorado Fuel
firemen and hostlers receive much Guadalajara, their ultimata destina- - and Iron company.
less compensation for "overtime."
"What "proof is there for the state-wi- ll
tion being the west coast. Another
The freight locomotive engineer is
be sent to Tampico and the fourth merit that strikers have hidden. their
not the aristocrat among industrial 1o Saltillo. The south will be taken arms and ammunition, instead of
employes that most people think he is, care of by the forces" of Zapata who, turning them over to the federal
according to testimony given here to- already are besieging the ctty of troops?" he asked.
' It was an open secret in the dis-day at the arbitration hearing between Puebla.
western railroads and their engineThe civil and military convention ,1rict," replied Wellborn.
men. William S. Carter, president or twill meet next week In the capital to
The witness was asked concerning
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- - approve the plans and to appoint new the statement in tne report that a
men and Enginemen, introduced com- - provisional officials. It is reported strike leader had stated that the
statistics of wages and hours ithat a new provisional president wll! ers were preparing to attack the mi- in support of the contention of the be elected on this occasion.
,tia upon the withdrawal of the fod- men that they are entitled to higher
eral troops, and that 4,00!) men were
New Caranza Aoent
wages.
ready to come In from another sta'ft.
Ar- Carter's tables showed that the
El. Paso, Texas, Dec. 7.
Declares Strike Lost .
hrlcklayers are the plutocrats among redondo has been, appointed conH- Yhat leader do you rrfr to? a.ed
industrial workers,with the plasterers dential agent to Washington of 'ie
".
We.inBtoek.
a close second in point or wages; and Carranza constitutionalist govern meat, i jjr
Wellborn iinnvd William Dla-H- e
the plumbers third. Railroad engileft Galveston today tor Wnshinjr-1- ;'
xi,e witness said that If k
g
neers, in 1913, were sixth on the com- ten. Arredondo, an attomey by
the
,!ad beftn ca!led off
fosslon. has been serving as
pensation statistics.
COTll(I not bo employed,
striker9
Rairoad firemen were ia thirty-eightof the interior on the Carranza caBge th(J minf,g were fn,8(1 m f2
place among the 45 trades list cabinet. He will succeed Rafael Zn.iclared thftt ,he Btrfke wa3 ?ost four
ed.
baran Capmany, the present agent at'raonlh9 ag0i ,f tl)9 federal troops hal
Washington, who probably will take
takfln out an(1 ih() mUHJa 8ent
change torch sinais with the ship, over nis poraono on tne wr.
v.,
Tl. lo.kRl1 tor a reliewai of v!,.
but could not get understandable re- cabinet, of which he also is a m - m of
m.leg8 the diBarming
sponse. This fact, and the character ter- 'strikers was completed.
of the lights she displayed last night
Commissioner Garretson a sited vt,y.
j
and her distress signals, led the water
New Uprising Reported
mines wm
lf comiitIo?iS in
men to believe that she is a foreign
Washington, Dec. 7. Consul Canada1 C() n,,.j, an.r thn lu
prT.
battleship or cruiser.
tli t
at Vera Cruz reported tod-n
,r(,Uc unon mn i '
rival of six Americana expelled from j,1, n
HONOR NEW MAYOR TONIGHT
their ranch about 150 miles south of, "Tbt is not a pr-We'".r-Ver- a
Newark, N. J., Dec. 7. Mayor-elec- t
tw-it!-j
Cruz, when bandits looted the "Tbev rcii'l'y
tip
Thomas L. Raymond will tonight he property. Constitutionalists provided j
mv-ud
r we"bc-'the guest of Newark citizens without thorn with transportatioi to
' r
cri
T(Uns ?
cd 1
n
regard to political opinion. A com Cruz.. Yesterday Sem'w
,
t
t!r
iPr
in'(r
mittee of leaders in all parties has tborined Canada to sonl
,
n to
f
fnrr
r is t
n ,u t - , P v
charge of the program, and many United States and the
f
i
prominent speakers have been selef- - called o tht attention . T h h i w mi'-itics
J

d

J

Unknown

Schooner Wrecked

Point Judith, R. I., Dec. 7. An un
identified schooner which had sought
shelter hi the harbor of refuge here
was torn adrift by the gales today
and tossed on the breakwater, on top
of which five members of the crew
climbed for safety. Life savers started for the breakwater in the face of a
gale.

'

Warship Ashore
Ocean City, Md., Dec. 7. The supposed warship which grounded near
this place yesterday was reported by

the life saving service here about
noon to be nowhere visible, and it
was presumed she had freed herself
and proceeded seaward.
Identity Not Learned
Philadelphia, Doc. 7. A dispatch to
the maritime exchange from its station at Lewes, Del., says that a telephone message at 12:38 p. m. from
Ocean City, Md., reported that the
warship which has been grounded off
that place had proceeded seaward. A
gale was blowing and the
weather was very thick, making it
impossible to team the identity of the
ship.
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CASH

ONLY- - -- NO

PHONE ORDERS NOTHING
EXCHAGED

Our

ON

CONGRESS OPENS ITS
CONCLUDING SESSION

APPROVAL-NOTHI- NG

Semi-Annu- al

LIKELY WILL AVOID NEW LEGISLATION

Tag

reen

DECEMBER

Sale

7, 1914,

AUDITOR

CHECKS

"TVON'T look for premiums or
L- coupons, as the cost of choice
Turkish and domestic tobaccos

OFFICIALS OF

blended in Camels prohibits their
use. All the value goes into the
cigarettes you'll spot the difference
soon as you've whiffed just one
smooth, fragrant Camel. No dgaretli
aftertaste. Get that? Give Camels
a tryout. 20 for 10 cents.

STATE

Washington, Dec. 7 The Sixty- before any financial legislation should
third congress reassembled today for be undertaken. The immigration bill, EARNEST
CAREFUL
TO STATE
which failed at the last session with
its third and concluding session.
THERE IS NO SUSPICION
President Wilson will deliver his an its literacy teat, is pending in the
OF IRREGULARITY
al' day. This Is
If your dealer can 't supply you, mend 1 Oc
nual address, in person, tomorrow Senate. Representative Hobson has
Opened this morning with a rush and crowds
for on package or $1.00 for a carton
Bale
a
is
It
on
a
to
resolution
of
action
know
the
that
hall
begun
the
urge
in
from the rostrum
of ten package (200 cigarette), pottthe one sale that everyone waits for; they
Santa Fe, Dec. 7. Preparations are
age prepaid. After tmoking one pack-aghouse before a joint session, outlining for a national prohibition constitu
made by Howell Earnest, Btate
where reductions are genuine not a price changed, and a Rosonwald
if you don 'I find CAMELS at repre.
being
a
tional
amendmendent
constitu
Until
and
the administration
program.
tented, return the other nine package
and bis assistants
auditor,
traveling
guarantee of satisfaction with each purchase.
and wm will rotund your money,
4
that is fully disclosed, the work which tional amendment to provide for wom- to make an examination of all the
will be undertaken during the com- an suffrage. Both are pending in the state offices and
COTOBACCO
R. J. REYNOLDS
departments here.
Wintton-SaleN. C.
paratively few remaining days in the house. Good roads legislation, reor
The state law provides for the ex
Not Premium
life of this congress, which dies at ganization of the civil service and a amination now contemplated, and it
exbill
to
radium
the
of
output
noon March 4, remains undefined,
regulate
will be solely In compliance with this
that the usual appropriation bills also await action.
cept
our
at
law, and not because of any suspicion
With a few exceptions. You simply make your purchases
oc
to
are
certain
Foreign affairs
are likely to receive first and chief
of
balirregularities in any of the depart
and"
the
.p"ay
from the total
cupy attention in the senate. The ad
attention. Whether the Sixty-fourtregular price, deduct
that a check of the books of
ments,
sale
in
this
ance. Hundreds of desirable Christmas gifts are included
congress, chosen at the November ministration is said to desire action all state officers and employes here
elections will be called in special ses on the Nicaraguan treaty, through will be made.
at this discount.
sion or will not assemble before an-- ' which the United States would acquire
The state treasurer's office has been
other year no one can predict with another Interoceanic canal route and the
only one checked since the terms
naval station rights in the Bay of
certainty.
cf the present state officers commencAfter six weeks of respite from leg Fonseca for $3,000,000. It also hopes ed. This was
simply; a formal exam)
islative grinding, during which many for action on the pending treaty with, ination.
Colombia
the
to
of
settle
partition
the
in
campaign,
political
participated
Mr. Earnest will be assisted in the
Opposition
members of both houses assembled Panama for $25,Ot0,fl00.
assistant
work
.by L. B. Wootters,
reprepared to go on with the unfinished to both treaties Is promised by
state
and by Ac
auditor,
traveling
comof
relations
the
foreign
business left over from the last ses publicans
countants. E. A. Mossman and T. J. and Miss Alice Pelletier will be tried tlon opened this morning under most
sion. That the general appropriation mittee.
Guilfoil. Messrs. Mossman and Guil-- j for the
of
In
discussions
alleged murder of Mildred Sul favorable conditions, and an unusually
preliminary
bills would be difficult to complete be
foil are expected to jarrive in Santa
belle of Fresqu Isle, whose large exhibit of stock for slaughter
the
new
estimates
for
the
livan,
the
4
other
much
if
legislation
fore March
and replaced in a measure the missing;
commission to supervise Fe today. The examination will be disappearance was a mystery
trade
federal
consensus
was
the
all
tne
were
to
choosing
for
intervene,
your
A wonderful assortment of these Coats
started soon after they reach here. whose body 'was found later buried in breeding animals. Governor Oswald;
industrial
business
of
the
domcorporations
of opinion among leaders of both
The usual thorough checking system a wood lot. Ambrose Bride Is held as West was one of the guests of honor.
new materials and colors, tailored with as much style as mother's.
What . circumstan are prominent. The board will be orinant parties.
of the traveling auditor's office will an
On sale Tuesday at Half Price
near
President
the
future.
in
accessory before the fact, and Miss The exhibit will continue until
war
ganized
ces may arise from the European
followed in going over the books Kate PIchaud, who is
be
will
Wilson
its
said
he
has
Mexico
expected to be
appoint
in
may
conditions
or changed
and accounts1 of all departments.
1,75
the bulwark of the state's evidence, is
Air $3.50 Coats....:
be the deciding influence in the meet- five members early in the winter.
debate also is expected over
charged with complicity with the dic-to- r
ing time of the next congress with its Lively
CONGRESS IN ARIZONA
All $4.00 Coats
AUCTION WILD WEST OUTFIT
in the criminal operation which MINING.
new host of republicans In the house. the rivers and harbors appropriation
7.
Dec.
of
order
Cincinnati,
By
All $5.00 CoaU
caused the death of the young girl.
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 7. Mining men
With the falling of the gavels in bill, which has been under'considera- fili- United States District Judge Hollister Excitement runs high as the euse
was
old
tlon
ever
bill
the
since
$300
legislators,
both
houses
from many sections of the United
All $6.00 Coats
today many
of the Kit comes
to trial, for the names of tw'O States
for bustered to death in the last session an auction of the animals
them
some
of
figures
prominent
...$3.75
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PRICES
We will place on sale everything in the store from
off from
to
1--

4

2

25th

Dec. 18 tli till the

A

BOUT this time of

A

jPS. the year you

gen-erall- y

pay the full
price for your goods, but
we have decided to GUT
the prices before Xmas
when most of our customers are in the market
for a SUIT or O'COAT.

A

M

Our Suit and O'eoat stock
is entirely too large for this
time of the season, and Must
be Reduced.

am

ROCHESTER,
a CDOTHES

u

1

3?

1

(0)

Values..

CP) Lm
and $16.50; Values

$15.00

$12.50,

mi

$20.00 and $22. 50 Values

$14.93 Now

$9.95 Now

YOU

$27.50

.....$18.95

WILL FIND SIZES FROM 33

KEIF STYLES HI HATS

Sstiff

31.

TO

nr.0,

AND CAPS

and $30.00

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

Mow....

Xmas Price

mas Price

Xmas Price

C

In our stock you will find
the highest grade of SUITS
and O'COATS that money
and tailoring will produce--Adl- er
Rochester and Spero
Michael make.

NAD

44

V!(TOf

f1

hats and soft,
for any Hat in the Store
all new shapes and colors, Crofut & Knapp
make, $3 00 and $4 00 values, now - $1.1)8
We just received a large ship- "
ment of Sample caps, Xmas
price 98c for $1.50 to $2.50 values, One lot 48c.

CA

XMAS
NECKWEAR
sale
gross neckwear at

of
five
We have placed on
35c eech or 3 for $1.00. All regular 50c
values. We also have a large selection ol Neckwear In beautiful boxes. They will make very
handsome Xmas remembrances. 50c, 75c and $1.00.

FREE!

fffidhfiS'
CMcfmqc uliiliIIyiia.

We offer for yur se
lection a large stock of
Bath Robes and Pajamas, pure linen Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs, Perrins Gloves, Full Dress Combination Sets and Umbrellas for Men.
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Correct Garments for Men
This store will be open ever

r'iht

fill XM&s,

hcilanmi Dec. 10

EAST
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JACK
LANG FORD AND JEANETTE WILL
PULL FOR McVEY IN JOHNSON FIGHT

It won't be a meeting of strangers
when John Arthur Johnson and Samuel McVey both of dusky hue, clash
in a
argument In Cuba in
March, says Claude Johnston in the
Kansas City Star. No Indeed, "Lll
Artha" alia Sam are old acquaintances. True, they haven't been on fight
ing terms for some years but then
that isn't Sam's fault. He has been
eager enough to swump punches with
the champion, but ever since he
achieved fame by walloping little
Tommy Burns over in' Australia years
ago, Johnson steadfastly
refused to
have anything to do. In a fighting way
with men of his own color-Bac- k
in the old days, before he was
a champion, Johnson wbb a member
of a "Big Four" that probably never
will be duplicated in the fight game.
Johnson, McVey, Sam Langford and
Joe Jeanette made up this qi:artct. Being all negroes, they had a hard time
finding opponents. Thisi wasn't altogether on acc6unt of their color, however. They were are yet masters
of the mitt game, Jeanette, McVey
and Johnson are about of the same
size. Langford was the baby member of the four that is, in size. What
he lacked in stature and weight the
"Boston Tar Baby" made up in punch
ing ability. After one meeting with
the "little, fellow" the other members
of the quartet were willing to meet
anyone in preference to liim again.
He hit too hard.
These four made meal tickets out
of each other. There wasn't much to
choose between any of them. They
fought draws and sometimes they
gained decisions over one another and
on rare occasions a knockout was registered. So it will be like old times
when Johnson and McVey clamber in
to the ring in Cuba. The friendly
feeling that used to be present in their
bouts in the old days, however, will
be missing. For Johnson, by throwing
over his
of other days
when he annexed a doubtful title, incurred their everlasting enmity. Any
one of the trio Jeanette, Langford or
McVey would give most anything
they possess to get a crackat the title
holder. Each is firmly of the oplnfon
that he can beat him. When McVey
and Johnson hook up, Langford and
Jeanette will foe pulling strong for
John Arthur to "get his."

This

Five Cents!

and

CARNIVAL AT JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville, Fla. Deo. 7. A two
Cue out this
slip, enclose five cents to Foley ana weeks street carnival will open hera
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name tonight under the auspices of the Imand address clearly. You will receive proved Order of Red Men. The city
in return a free trial package contain- is decorated for the occasion, auf
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, many features have been carefully
worked out. The Red Men are workfor coughs, colds and croup.
DON'T

MISS

THIS.

Foley
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic ing to raise a benevolent fund.
Tablets. For sale In your town by
Checks Croup Instantly
O. G, Schaefar and Red Corss Drug
Co. Adv.
You know croup is dangeronus. Anri
you ought to know too, the sense of
1557 YEARS FOR WHITE SLAVERS security that comes from having Fo
Chicago, Dec. 7. Nine hundred and ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
one persons have been convicted un- house. It cuts the thick mucus and
der the Mann white slave act since clears away the phlegm, stops the
its passage, up to July 1, and prison strangling cough and gives easy
sentences up to that date total 1557 breathing and quiet sleep. Every usyears, 6 months and 24 days. The er la a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
fines imposed amount to $138,038.50. Red Cros3 Drug Store Adv.
During the year ending Jane 30 last,
The literacy test law for Immigrants
according to A. Bruce Bielski, chief of
the bureau of Investigation of the de- will be strongly urged in congress
partment of justice there were 435 in as a check on the hordes of Eurodictments, 357 convictions, 53 acquit peans who are expected to seek homes
tals and 46 cases nol pressed. This in America.
is a big increase over the figures of
Gas in the stomach comes from food
the previous year.
which has fermented. Get rid of this
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that badly digested food sa quickly aa posphlegm Is obstructing the air pas sible If you would avoid a bilious atBALLARD s HOREHOUND tack; HERBINE ia the remedy you
sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it need. Itoleansea and strengthens the
can be coughed up and ejected. Price stomach, liver and bowels, and re25c, iOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by stores energy and cheerfulnesa. Price
50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv
Central Drug Co. Adv.
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,

as they

cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken" Internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
not a quack medicine.
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a regular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined witu
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarrh.
Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills for

COMPETE FOR BIG CITY JOB
Cleveland, 0. Dec. 7. Competitors
from many parts of the country ate
today undergoing a civil service ex
amination for a 5,000 a year position
for the city of Cleveland, aa commis
sioner of recreation. Instead of ap
pointing some political heeler or
theorist, Mayor Baker has decided to
get the best man available for the
place, so he advertised in magazines
the fact that the Job was open to com
petition. He followed the precedent
established by Mayor Mitehel of New
York, who recently held a similar com
petition and gave the position to the
best man.

Clix

Heaaache
Sick headache Is nearly always
caused by disorders of the stomach.
Correct them and the periodic attacks
of sick headache will disappear. Mrs.
John Bishop of RosevIHe, Ohio, writes:
"About a year ago I was troubled with
indigestion and had sick headache
that lasted for two or three days at a
time. I doctored and tried a number
of remedies but nothing helped me
until during one of those pick spells
a friend advised me to take Chamberlain's Tablets. This medicine relieved me in a short time." For sale by
I
all dealers. Adv.
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they need it. This is the substance
a decision by the state supreme
court today in the case of Charles W.
Comstock, state engineer, versus the
ESTABLISHED 1879
Larimer and Weld Reservoir company.
About five years ago the company
brought suit tigainst Comstock and
Published by
holders of first decrees, asking the
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
court to establish aa Irrigation season
(Incorporated)
under which arrangement reservoirs
could be filled between October 1 and
No
M. M. PADGETT....;:
April 15, and the lower court created
No
such a season, fixing the dates from
October 15 to April 15. The supreme
court reversed the finding of the
tration' of the educational affairs of cured or salt meats, dried apples, all The KiHarney "Girls, whose coming lower court on the ground that holders of first decrees are entitled to
New Mexico..
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new
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blankets.
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ficulty
Fe, fresh and sweet. They
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We Will Hvve
a Fine Lot of

Overcoats
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Phone Main 276

Men and Boys
Your
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overcoat is
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great importance to

H. K Titlow, a rancher of Sapello,
came into town yesterday to purchase

Ed F. Byrne of Denver was a
ness visitor here today..

supplies.

busi-

W.F,. BelLarrkedesterday from

,

s

SWHT

J. E. Dyer of La" Junta was a busi;
ness visitor h&re today.
W.'Tf. Smith' was In Las Vegas from
Pecos over the week-end- .
Henry Bostick of Pueblo, Colo., was
in town over the week end.
E. G. Malloy arrived yesterday from
from Denver for a brief stay. "
E. R. Selby of Denver was in Las
Vegas today on business matters.
ranch,
John H. Hicks of the
near here, was in Las Vegas today.
Art L. Robinson of Colorado Springs
was in Las Vegas, today on business.
W. Rarsh came In yesterday from
Denver to attend to some personal affairs.
Walter Lynam, a rancher from Wat-rouwas here today, purchasing supplies.
H. M. Northrup returned today from
Shoemaker, where he visited his family over the week end.
Herman Ufeld, who has been making a trip In the neighborhood of
Mora, has returned to Las Vegas'.
Clarence Iden, of Gross Kelly &
Company, returned on Saturday, from
a trip through the sur,ro,unding coun''"""
tyL. P. Hall, C. H. Erellson and William C. McBride, all of Denver, were
iiln, town over the week end, on, bus;

iness,

R.; McLaughlin came in last night
from Denver. He will stay a short
time on business affairs.
Charles Adams, a rancher from the
vicinity of Watrous, was here on
business over the week-enH. Goldsinger arrived last night
from Santa Fe. Mr. Goldsinger Is 'a
;
business man of the Capital City.
J. W. Denny arrived In Las Vegas"
esterday from, Santa Fe,'He will make
a short stay here to attend to some
personal matters.
Mrs. M. R. Williams left this morning for her home in Las Vegas after
a short visit with her sister, Mrs.
Josie Lockard.' Raton Range.
A party consisting of Charles
McGulre, Adelaido Tafoya
and "Mack'' Evans left this morning
for Park Springs on- 'a quail hunting
trip!
They expect to be gone three
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open meeting iand, smoker for business
men, at which President Frank H. H.
Roberts of the school invited ,tiie live

1

MYSTERIOUS

MAN

men of the community to visit tne institution, see what it ip, doing and
learn its needs, in order that they
may assist in its, advancement.
The ladies pf.thecommunity are indays.
to join with the men on, this
vited
A. W Wiest, general manager of
the A. McArthur company of Wagon excursion to the big state school. All
will gather at the Commercial club
Mound, was In Las Vegas today in
the interests of his firm. 'IMtv Wiest rooms gt2:15 o'clock and go to the
The authos
iR the president of the. Wftgan: Mound' Normal at 2:30 o'clock.
(Continued froni Page One)
ities of the school will have all the
.1.
Commercial club.
w .
An automobile party, consisting of various classes in operation for the the militia prevented the strikers
Miss Anna L. Hall, Miss Anita Wient- - enlightenment of the visitors as to, the from attacking these ' men.
The
" '""
of the work being done.
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age, and Mr. Peter Henderson, au ot scope
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Santa Fe, arrived in Las. Vesas SaturA. Spiess and ;,ill" it was not a
Harry Kelly,
question of ethics but
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to 'town last night of what was
the Capital City yesterday niorinng. Harper returned
legally
right.
La- Cueva.
The three men were
of New York City has from
"In your statement to stockholders
,
Mr. Marker hunting wild geese and were success-firl- you said a condition of anarchy exarrived in Las Vegas.
;
they say.
isted in the southern field. Other witis.$ntnding to locate here for some
nesses here say the only law there
e for the benefit of his health.
Leon R. Howard of Albuquerque ar
was the law of the companies. What
..I'"" rived in Las Vegas yesterday on bus HARRY I10SKINS HURT is the difference?" asked Garretson.
"
iness."'
"The difference was that one statei
In rural
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cation at Washington, D. C, will be
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that miners purchased arms was' "cred
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'
entire' state, observing conditions,1 and
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taking
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a
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for
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the Commercial club to assist Mr.
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Whether Jthe Colorado coal strike
Foght In observing all angles of edu was
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cation in San Miguel county, according
near Roy on Wednesday chief question to come befora the an
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to the suggestion of local educators.
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last
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delegates, no session
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Dick Pendleton's place north of was held during tne morning. The
General
across
the border by
vited
town Wednesday afternoon resulted in
preliminary program; planned for the
Maytorena, governor of Sonora, in or
serious
injury to the driver, Harry afternoon session, included the apder "to set tie the revolution. Friends of
That's what the "two men have not heard whether Hosklns, the well known traveling pointment of committees' and an adsalesman from Trinidad, and", minor dress by "Mother'' Mary '.Tones.
you want, and
they have been successful in their
injuries to his passenger, Ben Price,
that's what CalBach
who
knows
mission, but anybody
umet is guaranarach and Coles thinks that a small another salesman who makes this
teed to give
matter like a revolution is not enough town regularly. They were drivingMr. Hosklns' Ford car and the steeryou
to worry them
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men
under It.
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Mr. Price was only slightly injured.
SENATE
accomRohrer
this
of
city,
Ralph
wholesomeness,
' town
A
was
sent
noon.
Met
at
tp
messenger
in purity. .
panied a party of Oklahoma people
Senator Camden of Kentucky, fillto Cherryvale yesterday. Besides Mr. after help and the Davenport' garage
man
after
out
The
them.
sent
Injured
ing the unexpired term of the late
Rohrer the party contained C. L.
was brought into town by a passing Senator Bradley, was sworn in.
raised, melting-l- y
H. H. Alenxander, Miss
team and a car sent out from the
Senators Kern, .and Galllnger were
tender bisand Mr. and Mrs. Swalm.
cuit, cake, mufMrs. J. C. Woody left today for Chi- garage after the friend who , stayed appointed to join a house committee
fins, griddle
to give formal notification of the open5 !,
cago. Mrs. Woody is the wife of J. C. with the wrecked car.
Mr. Hoskins was taken to the of ing of congress to president Wilson,
cakes,are bound Woody, a switchman on the Santa Fe
to result from, railroad.
fice of Dr. Gibbs, who on discovering and a recess was taken until 3 ; p. m.
?
its use.
extent of his injuries called Dr.
the
HOUSE
...
The Killarney Girls arrived In town
to
in
assist
fracture
the
Self
noon.
Met
at
reducing
;.v
will
from
Fe.
Santa
last night
They
and dressing his other wound? after
Price of Maryland,
Representatives
Duncan
at
the
opera
appear
tonight
rocs farther
house In the third number of the Y. which he was taken to. the Commer- Parker ot New Jersey and VTncent of
than other bakcial hotel. He was able to go ; home, Georgia, filling, .out unexpired., terms,
-'
:Mjr"l?.
Si lyceunt course. They will on
ing "pwwdenjrtfiel1 train
"Thursday.. rThe jcajr.,was were sworn in.
....
, .
leave on train No.' 2 tomorrow mornand it's moderunder &p own
in
driven
and
Nerar jersey
righted
of,
Representative
gully
ate in cost.
ing.
auto iiospital Introduced a bill for an additional
Mrs. F. W, Doolin and Mrs. John power but it Is In the
"
Insist on it Brunton of Shoemaker arrived In Las for repairs and is badly battered. . federaUudge ln his state. .... tf ;. ..j.
at your grocers. Vegasi this afternoon for a short stay.
Representative Borland introduced
THE STRIKE CONTINUES
,
a bill for a 3,Oo6,000, federal; building
RECEIVES?
'Walter VdffeQberg of the .Yorenberg
HIGHEST
St Louis, Dec. 7. Four of the or- in Kansas City.Mercantile .0rnpany of Wagon Mound,
AWARDS
involved In the strike of
ganizations
Representative Levy introduced a
arrived In town this afternoon to atWorld' Pare Food
Exposition. Chicago
of the Harriman lines voted bill to authorize an issue of 240,000
shopmen
to
will
tend
matters.
business
He
Iiiinoi.
to continue the strike, according to Panama canal bonds to create a largleave for his home this evening.
Pri Exposition,
an announcement
luucu, MM
made by A. O. er surplus in the treasury.
Wharton, chairman of the railroad deRepresentative Gallivan inrtoduced
ftr a
CLUB TO partment of the American Federation a bill to appropriate
of Labor today. The organizations public building at Boston,
that have voted to continue the strike Representative Gallivan introduced
SIT KOilOAL SCHOOL are the machinists, blacksmiths, car bill to appropriate 7,50O,00O for immen and sheet metal workers' unions. proving the Merrlmac river from the
The vote from the boiler makers' mouth to Lowell, Mass.
1?.JIES 0F THE COMMUNITY ARE union has not. .been received.
Adjourned at 1:09 p. m. to noon
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was sustained today, by the supreme
court, and the old commerce court's

decision which had annulled the order
was : reversed.
The commission had
ruled., that Atlanta ana like points
must, have the same privileges as
Nashville.

A MYSTERY

RECEIVER IS DENIED
New Yprfo Dee. - Supreme' 'Court
7-

Justice Pendleton today denied the
application pf Horace L. Brand of Chi
cago for the appointment of a tem
porary, receiver of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific Railroad company to
intervene in the foreclosure proceedings against the railroad now pending
in the federal court.
FRANK

MUST DIE

Washington, Dec. 7. The supreme
court today refused to Issue a writ to
review Leo M. Frank's conviction of
the murder of Mary phagan, an Atlanta factory girl.
RATES ARE SUSPENDED
Washington, Dec. 7. Freight rates
on wheat and ffour including approxi
mately ten per cent by the Colorado
and Southern railway to Galveston,
Texas, New Orleans, La,, and Other
gulf ports for export, were suspended
today by the interstate comerce com
mission until June 6. An inquiry now
"
is in progress.'"1
COPPER MEN PROTEST
Washington, Dec. 7. Plans are being considered for a conference here
of representatives of copper producers
affected by Great Britain's ruling on
copper shipments. The governors, of
Utah and Montana have approved
their plans.

Subscribe for The Optic.

PLAY

AT THE BROWNE

same tie portray a storv of cut
dinary Interest
"Lola" will be presented at th
Browne theater tomorrow
night, and
is the first of the Clara Kimball
Young features to be shown in their

service.
"LOLA"

IS ONE OF THE MOST

TERESTING OFFERINGS
THE MOVIES

IN-

FORMER

IN

EDITOR

DEAD

Washington, Dec. 7. News of the
death at Batppilas, Mexico, of Arthur
"There is a Divinity that shapes our Speir Sheppard. former owner of the
Denver World and a memter of th
ends, rough hew them as we may."
Santo Domingo commission under
The truth of this saying is exempli-fiel- d
was received here in private
in the unfolding of the tbrilllns Grant,
advices.
story of "Lola." The story of "Lola"
is one of the most remarkable that
President Tener's term as Governor
has ever been put on the screen and
of Pennsylvania expires
Dej. 31. His
there is no doubt that wherever It.is.
shown it will become a subject of term as president or uie National
widespread discussion and divergent League has still three years to run,
es of opinion. Was Lola really dead? and It Is said no opposition will be
Was her father justified, in his scien- made to an extensidiiof this term.
tific experiments? Was. Lola to blame
for the inexplicable change in her "The labor of a human being is not
character or. was she but the victim a commodity or an article of com
of some inscrutable fate? These are merce,' that auslcious sentence ia
of the" federal anti-trusome of the questions that will be Section
bill, Is said to have been originated
- ,
asked.
Forgetting answers,, it will be uni- by Senator Albert D. Cummins of
Iowa,
versally conceded that in the adaptation of Owen Davis play, ptcturlzed
by James Young, the favorite picture
Report oa the candymakers in Masstar, Clara Kimball Young, has found sachusetts says that half the iirls eet
a vehicle which enables her to give Under $5 a
week; nearly
full vent to her unique gift of emo earn less than
$4; and onlv 16 per
tional characterizations and at the cent earn asi
high as $7.
,
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MEN THURSDAY

Tuesday.

BACK TO PARIS
Bordeaux, France, Dec.

A 8QUARE DEAL
(via
Cummorcial Club of Las Vegas Paris.) President Poincare will transDec. 7. The interWashington,
wilt make an official visit to the New fer his official residence to Paris this state commerce
commission's order
j Mexico Normal University on Thurs- week.
He will arrive there in time which prohibited railroads from grantday afternoon. This is in conformity to preside at a cabinet meeting on ing grain shipping privileges at Nashwith a resolution passed at the recent vridny.
ville, to the discrimination of Atlanta,
i.
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INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

SEK3

mm.
W Hi,

Cashier.

4

:

"

D. T. Hosklns,

e

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

H-.-

A

, .

AT!,

nt

f

1

$50,000.100

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

mm

fab-

ric, the. Model and the Tailoring
and see to the

SURPLUS

ifinVSU
jL

Mackinaws

and a nice lot of plants and

Supplies for CfufVtmas

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

AND

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly. ? Mistletoe
I

if-

MISS RITA

RICH.

OFrteni;.-

AND THE

Mllijeigiels
OPERA BOUSE
Tom'dht
Singers

Dancers

Impersonators
Humor
Irish
Folk Lore
TICKETS AT Y. II. C.

A

and dircctoks

L

H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t.
Clarence Idea, SecK & Trea3.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins,

,
CRast Las
N. M.
. Albuqueriue, N. M,
Peoos, N. M.
Vek-as-

Tririiildd. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
SantK re, N". M

ISHCSS KELLY

a

CO.

Vli:!csa.le Grocers'

wool, hides
DAIN WAGONS

a pelts, Lur::- -

SNAVAJO
HAY PI i.aiwf' w

i,

LAS VESA

"tat ?n nnr
.illtW iu urc:
WATERWAYS
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ten rounds upon all bouts and bis
wishes have been deferred to by pro- miners throughout the stata. White
reports that an attempt was to be
made ia smaller towns to extend bouts
beyond that limit have been spread
from time to time, not cm has gone
beyond ten rounds.

DAILY

WEEK

Helena, Mont, Dec. 7. After a
month's delay, during which the ballot
boxes were locked up here, the vote
on the equal suffrage question is now
being counted, and advocates of woman suffrage the country over are anxi
awaiting (lie outcome. The bal
ously
. . .
unsealed todav. aud a
of workerB )egan the counting
Uudcr t)le gnervUion of the tecretary

NOTABLE SPEAKERS AT
THE RIVERS AND HARBORS
CONGRESS

itufb

HER

6LQI16

EYES

By GRACE B. WHARTON.

(Copvrlrht, 1914. bv W, O. Chnpmfln.)
Verne Tyson roused up with a start.
He rubbed his eyes, he shook himself.

Then he stared across the table where

hie club acquaintance, Colonel Reeves
should have been. No colonel. Then beyond that at the spot

where last he had seen the volatile,
Washington, Dec. 7. Some notable
Hor-tens-e
Madame
additions, including two members of
Vassour. Gone. A discreet wait
the cabinet, are announced to the list
er, napkin on arm, approached. His
t,t speakers for the eleventh annual
well trained face expressed a mild
convention of the National Rivers and
Inquiry, a strong suggestlveness of
to
be
heldof state
Harbors congress, which is
of service.
being
in this city on the ninth, tenth, and
"How long have 1 been here?" asked
eleventh of this mown. iue vye-i- n.
K. E. Low- - Verne abruptly.
New York l)pp
"Three hours, sir."
address, on Wednesday, will be made ry recently sailed for Went Africa on
"Alone?"
ky William Jennings Bryan, the sec the schooner Adelia T, Carleton. talc- "Yes, sir."
retary of state, and premier of the iIlg with ber a moy
picture outfit
"And the others?" demanded Verne,
piesent administration. An aaanB She hopes to see 'battles of the native with a sweep of his band.
Garwill also ba given by Lindley M.
tribes and picture them, and get some
"They joked about your siesta and
rison, the head of the war department, active movies of animals and enakes seemed to think it sport to give you
which has entire charge of preparing in their lairs. The little schooner car the surprise of waking up alone."
"So," muttered Verne, and his face
the plans and executing the work of ried candy for the little black folk of
rivfir and harbor imDrovement. From Liberia, Rnd will bring buck ivory, showed that he did not like the situation. He arose. The waiter helped
the well known ability of these two ebony, coffee and tealc.
him to his hat and gloves, bowed his
cabimembers of President Wilson's
thanks for a careless liberal fee, and
addresses
their
A
that
is
7.
Dec.
certain
woman's legis Verne walked from the cafe garden
Chicago,
net, it
will be both interesting and instruct- lative congress will be held here on into the street.
ive.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, under --"It wasn't the wine I didn't touch
have
of
official sanction of the state sen it," he ruminated. "It was not ennui,
congress
the
the
offiicers
fhe
had one Berlous disappointment. .Colo- ate, to aid in formualting the laws for the colonel and his lady friend
nel Goethala had accepted the invita- regulating to women and children, as were positively brilliant this evening.
It was that woman's eyes!"
tion to speak and fully, expected to be well as social and educational. Worn
Verne knew little of the colonel.
been
an"s
as
law
woman would have it, is
present, but a cablegram haj
less of the woman. The former lived
received from him saying that at the the request of Lieutenant Governor a mysterious existence at the club.
last minute conditions have arisen O'Hara, who has called the meeting. The lady was his cousin, he had said.
which make it impossible for him to Representatives from women's organi From the first her eyes had repelled
zations all over the state have plan Verne, because every time they spar- leave at present.
as
to be present.
tied
The Mississippi river, gathering
A Parents' league will be formed by
rec
is
31
of
states,
waters
the
does
it
ognized as a national problem, and Chicago women tonight, at a meeting
this will be the theme of an address in the home of Mrs. George Isham.
by A. S. Caldwell of Memphis, Tenn., The new league will be patterned afwho is president of tne Mississippi ter similar leagues in Boston, Buffalo
River Levee Improvement association. and New York. Simplicity and comThe critical point in the Panama mon sense in matters relating to the
canal is the huge dam which holds social life of children and in all sublack the waters of Gatun lake, and jects affecting their welfare aTe the
the builder of that great work, Colonel keynotes of these associations.
William L. Sibert has wired that he
will be present and make an address. J Newark, N. J., Dec. .7. Miss Julia
Colonel Sibert, who Is now stationed Lathrop, head of the federal children's
at Cincinnati, in charge of improve- bureau, will speak here this afternoon,
ments on the Ohio river, and was a under the auspices of the Women's
member of the special board of engi- Political union.
neers that recommended the canalization of that river from Pittsburgh to Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 7. Letters re
from ceived here tell of the activity of Mrs.
'airo, has recently returned
of
Oiinay where he was a member of Ruth Bryan Owen,- eldest daughter
Hie commission organized by the Red Secretary of State William J. Bryan,
for";083 to prepare plana for the preven in the European relief work. The
mer
an
Lincoln
active
takes
schoolgirl
of
on
floods
ttiat
of
rivers
the
tion
country and the famines consequent Interest In the relief work in London,
"How Long Have been Here."
where she Is living, and is fcssoelated
thereon. Colonel Sibert will be
Mrs.
with
In
Astor
work.
John
the
to with interest, whether he
kled they gave him an unaccountably
shall choose to speak of his work on Her husband is a major In the British uneasy feeling. She was pretty, witty.
the canal which connects the Atlantic army, and Is drillmg recruits In a winning in her ways. She was intelli
gent, too. The conversation had driftand Pacific oceans, or of the rivers of camp 20 miles outside of London.
ed towards the occult, hypnotism and
the land which is at once the oldest
all that during the little refection.
A
7.
St.
Dec.
recent
Mo.,
Louis,
of nations and the newest of repub
Then then
who
visitor
attracted much attention
"I went to sleep," reflected Verne,
lics, on the other side of the world.
was Mrs. N. A. Courtright of Louis "and I remember
my lady's glowing
ville, who has the distinction of being eyes the last thing. Brr-rr- !
it is unIVtrs. McClain's Experience With Croup
de- - canny.
a
of the thirty-seconPerhaps she tried the rt mes"When my boy, Ray, wa3 small he
ree, and who wears a flowing Greek meric on me. I'll go and see Leila
was subject to croup, and I was al- costume which she has
adopted and and forget all about it."
To Leila he was afllanced. Society
ways alarmed at such tinos. Cham- retained ever since leaving India. Mrs.
berlain's Cough Remedy proved far Courtright spoke before the Theoso-phica- l saw an ideal love match in their prospective union. The Boyds were
Letter than any other for this trouble.
society on the occult signifiwealthy and Verne was the heir of
Jt always relieved him quickly. I am cance of the presnt war.
his uncle, the richest man in the disnever without it In the house tor I
trict. The wedding had been set for
l;now it Is positive cure for croup,"
Boston, Dec. 7. Beginning next two weeks ahead.
AV.
writes Mrs.
R. McClain, Blairsville,
It was fortunate that Leila had some
Saturday, Boston children are to have
I'a. For sale by all dealers. Av.
their own picture shows. The Wom- other callers that evening, for Verne
felt dull and uncompanionable. He
en's Industrial union has engaged
could not shake off a certain apathetic,
Temple for each Saturday morn
lethargic feeling that oppressed him.
BOXING COMIHSSION
ing, and will arrange the shows to suit Leila noticed it, and when he left she
the kiddies.
whispered softly:
PROPOSED FOR STATE Wellesley College girls, many of "We shall be alone tomorrow evethem daughters of the foremost fam- ning come early."
But something prevented. The folilies of America, are hiring out as do
lowing morning Mr. Tresham, Verne's
RING mestics, seamstresses, stenographers
LEGISLATION
GOVERNING
s
sent his
away on a
EVENTS TO BE CONSIDERED
and tutors at from 20 to 40 cents an uncle, mission tonephew
a city a day's Journey
IN SANTA FE
hour, to raise money to rebuild the distant. It covered a stay of some
burned college.
weeks, where attention to a lagging
Santa Fe, Dec. 7. A statute to rcg
lawsuit would require constant vigiaulate boxing, modeled after the Ohio
Dallas. Tex., Dec. 7. Mrs. Cornelia lance.
Verne wrote a hurried note to Leila
ranch In Donlow, Is to be submitted to the legisla- Adair, owner of the
situation. Mrs. Vasture this winter.
ley county, has completed arrange- explaining the
The proposed measure is stringent. ments to bring 1,000 Belgian women sour passed out of bis mind, but she
was revived temporarily two days
Decisions will not be permitted. Tbe and children war refugees to her
when to his
Verne met
later,
latter provision, the framers believe, ranch and give them permanent Colonel Reeves on surprise
the street in Trux-tonoa
will prevent eamblinir. although
homes. It is said she has chartered
decision regulations have not served steamship to bring the families from
"Heard you was here on business,"
this purpose In other states.
Mrs. Adair ia spoke Reeves familiarly. "Some busiEurope via Galveston.
One of the features of the suggested now in London, and her friends here ness of importance likely to keep me
here for a week or. two. If you are
Thill that is not regarded as hostile to believe she will carry out her plan..
going to make any kind of a prolonged
is
Interests
the
the
of
tbe best
sport,
we can find pleasant mutual
Lame back may come from over- stay,
provision for a commission which will
down at the Ramblers club."
quarters
Save the power of appointing referees. work, cold settled In the muscles of
Verne thought not any too much of
"The names of the officials are not to the back, or from disease. In the two Reeves, but time was likely to hang
Ibe announced until the participants of former cases the
rfght remedy Is heavy on his hands, the colonel was
the bout are in the ring. The commis- BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It good company and some very pleassion will be supported by a tax of 5 should be rubbed )n thoroughly over ant days passed.
"My cousin, Mrs. Vassour, is etlll at
?jer cent, levied on the gross receipts the affected part, the relief will be
Midvale," announced the colonel one
of every bout.
25c,
Price
and
prompt
satisfactory.
she wrote me that
The commission, provided its per- 50c and $1.00 per. bottle. Sold by day. "By the way,
she met your uncle at a reception.
sonnel is carefully selected with the Central Drug Co. Adv.
Fine old gentleman. He was very atinterest of the sport at heart, might
tentive and courteous toward her."
be a factor beneficial to the game and
If Verne had not known that his
Jubscribe for me Optuj.
Increase its popularity in the eyes of
rich relative was a confirmed bach
elor. he would have felt uneasy. As
.he public.
It was, when he wrote to his uncle
The commission will Issue permits
PILLS
CHICHESTER
he
jocularly expressed the sentiment
for each fight and a representative
"beware of the vldders!" and gave
Ii i!Iid! Ak your WrnKint fo A
will be present at every bout to see e.
'
Jsrnd
his uncle a hint that Mrs. Vassour
V
In lift nd told metihiAV
tjiJJ-That It is properly conducted.
sealed wjtls Mufl FMiboo.
.JZL V T "..
was scarcely en regie with upper crust
k
otlwr. Buy f vior
vA
f
i
There is no boxing statute in force I17 - f. 'Kwt(:it. AMc ftirCM f
L ,'. wlkuii iibii riMA it society.
ia New Mexico at present. Governor V f
At the end of two weeks there came
C:;l'CC!5T5 IVEmiitRE
."McDonald,
however, Imposed a limit
n
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vast surprises for Verne. For
several days he had not received any
word from Leila. His uncle, too, was
strangely silent. Then there appeared
at Truxton a young lawyer who sometimes did business for Mr. Tresham.
You are to return home at once,"
said this visitor.
"But the lawsuit here?" remon
strated Verne. "I have got it In just
the right shape, I am familiar with
its details and can certainly be of use
i
regarding it."
But the lawyer very gravely and
seriously reiterated the unqualified di- rection from Mr. Tresham, so Verne
returned to Midvale.
It was an inexplicable and chilling
reception that awaited him. He bad
never seen his uncle so distant.
"Yes, I sent for you," he said stern
ly, "I suppose I need not tell you
why," and he passed across the table
between them three checks for ten 1
thousand dollars each. They bore
dates a few days apart and the cancelled stamp of the bank. They had
been made out payable to self or bear
er, and they had been cashed through
a bank at Truxton.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
"Well?" questioned Verne, looking RATES FOR CLAS1FIED ADVER
up in a puzzled way, "what has this
TISEMENTS
got to do with me?"
"Have you the audacity to ask,"
challenged his uncle stormily. "Lis- Five cents per line each insertion.
ten I know all. You forged my name Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
to those checks. You alone can imi- No ad to occupy less space than two
tate my handwriting so cleverly, for lines. All advertisements charged
on occasions I have warranted your will be booked at
space actually set
using my signature. You alone had without regard to number of words,
access to the check book in my safe,
and those three checks were torn out Cath in advance preferred.
from the back of my check book."
Of course Verne indignantly protested. It was of no avail. His uncle
swore that unless he went away to a
distant solitude he would disown him. WANTED Porter. Hotel La Pension.
Verne found the Boyd home shut
against him. Leila had been sent
away to a relative convluced of his WANTED Woman for general house
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street.
guilt, his uncle claimed.
A broken man, confronted by a mystery he could not fathom, Verne re- IF YOU want to sell range mares
mained in seclusion for a week. One
write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
It
evening a visitor was announced,
was Mrs. Vassour.
mS&la
She was . pale, wretched looking.
She inquired of Verne where he had
last seen Reeves. He told her at HORSE and
buggy for sale. Inquire
She said he had disapTruxtpn.
of Perry Onion.
"
out
broke
She
peared from there.
into bitter vituperation of the wretch
who had borrowed all her money and
F01 iltSSit
left her penniless.
Verne felt sorry for the adventuress.
He Inquired gently as to her FOR RENT Two room furnished
necessities and tendered her some
house. Phone Main 351.
money. She took it, started to leave FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping
the room, and then, some wild imrooms.
1103 Lincoln. Phone 367.
pulse stirring her, returned to his
Boine

o(

WOMEN OF THE

WHO,

ohe OPTIC

ohe
fH3

VJzntcd

For

side.
"You are a gentleman and a friend,"
she said, her voice quivering. "I con-

FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham
cows. Apply H. K, Leonard, San
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.

fess all."
In amazement Verne listened to her
A past mistress in the art TWO furnished rooms for
story.
light house
hypnotic, she had placed him under
modern,
except
heat; po
keeping,
the Influence of her power that eve810 Lincoln ave
no
children.
sick,
bad
She
ning at the cafe garden.
nue.
forced htm to reveal all about his
uncle and the details of his business.
While be was at Truxton she had FOR RENT Five room furnished
visited Mr. Tresham. , Upon him she
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.
had worked her spell also. ' Unconsciously he had produced the check FOR RENT House four rooms and
book and followed her directions.
bath, electric lights, newly papered
Reeves had cashed the checks at
and painted; best location; low rate
Truxton and had disappeared with the
to good tenant Phone Purple 5301.
money.
"I do not know where he is," said
Mrs. Vassour, "but I know his old
associations, and if you promise not
to prosecute me I will assist In running him down."
FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
Which was done, and nearly the
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
whole of the money recovered. Then,
amid the amazing manifestation that
the signature to the checks was his
homesteads; advance infor
own, Mr. Tresham was more than conmation; counties San Miguel, Guadtrite. He gave the entire amount re
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
covered to his nephew, and Leila be
state township desired; will give
came a happy bride.
sections eubject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Invisible, But Supporting.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
The most wonderful part of a- plant
D. C.
Is usually that which is not visible.
The roots act not only as anchors to
hold the plant firm in the ground, but SPANISH, TYPEWRITING SHORT-as wandering mouths, picking up food
hand lessons by an easy and pracand drink for their parent.
tical
method. D. Trambley, 1119
Roots travel amazing distances in
Eleevnth street.
search of their requirements. A timber merchant, excavating for a sewer
In Gloucester, found an elm root one
CALL FOR BIDS
and a quarter inches in diameter and
NEW MEXICO STATE PENITEN
63 feet long
a
of
bed
through
running
TIARY.
sawdust from the tree to the nearest
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 30, 1914.
water, the Gloucester and Berkeley
canal.
Bids for furnishing supplies to the
The aggregate length of root thrown State Penitentiary at Santa Fe, for
out by some plants is almost Incred six months
ending: May 30th. 1915.
ible. A cucumber will, within Its
will be opened at 9 o'clock a. m.,
short life of about half a year, throw
out from ten to fifteen miles of roots. Thursday, December 10th, 1914, at the
Clover roots will go straight down Penitentiary.
to a depth of six to nine feet in
Supplies consist of Groceries, Meats,
search of moisture, and coltsfoot, one Cloth, Clothing and Grain.
of the most powerful and persistent
A list of specifications and Blank
of weeds, sends its suckers down to Proposals will be furnished on applian even greater depth.
cation to John B. McManus, Superintendent,
Mark."
"Toeing the
By order of the
The phrase "toeing the mark" is ot
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.
fairly old and somewhat obscure oriOctober
17th, 1914.
are
different
Several
opinions
gin.
held as to how it originated, but the
derivation most generally accepted Is
Rea5 Tbe Optics Want Ads.
that it comes from an old fashion
imong military men in drilling to draw
a line upon the ground and make the
company "dress" by toeing this mark.
The phrase thus acquired the meaning of "standing up" to something, and
NV
so became used In quarrels, when one
of the parties would challenge the
other to stand up to him. Even nowadays In some of the country districts
in Great Britain it Is customary for
lads when quarreling to provoke their
e J"
t.
opponents finally to the encounter by
drawing a line upon the ground and
f
en
telling them to "toe the mark." The
now
as
of
the
generalmeaning
phrase
ly used Is to come right forward and
"stand up" tt anything.

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
SKST GOODS OBTAIN ABLH ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUM

'

LOBBY

LODGE NO. t, A. F. A L. O. O, MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
A. M. Regular comeach
evening
munication first aad month at W-- . O. W. hall. Visitini
third Thursday in brothers cordially Invited Howard T.
Mtch month. Vliitlnf Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

bothers cordially in

vited. Guy M. Cary. W.
Pettem. Secretary,

H. 8. Van KNIGHTS
OF COLUMCUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R,. C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Visiting member
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-'iil- are cordially invited. Colbert C.
conclav.e second Tues-- Boot, G. K.: C. E. Clement, F. S.
In
each month at Ma
dey
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
DR. Jr. . HUXMANN
AL ARCH MA80NS Regular convo-mmmDantlst
atlon first Monday In each
I month at Masonic Temple Dental work of any descrlptloa at
I
m. p. A. Brinegar,
moderate prices
t, Vf at 7:30
H- - p-- ;
p-Bl00d 8ocr" Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
k-Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411
tary.
M

f

fbol
vt

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
brethera cordially Invited to attend.
Ji Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
C. V. Hedgcock, No.
Werta, Treasurer;
Cemetery Trustee.
No.

I. O. O.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Cut

Bound

Arrive

I.... 7:20
:...11:64
I.... 8:25
It.... 1:IE

p. m
p. m

a. m
p. m
Wilt Sound

Den
ll:l P. t
7:41 a.

1:11 a.
a, a.

I:M

. j
P. O, ELKS Meets eecond and
Deaart '
Arrive
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
1:1 v. &
I.... 1:10 p. m
month Elks home on Ninth street No.
:4 a. la
:S5 a. m.....
I....
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
4:11
fk
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring No.
7.M
9
I:U p. m
er. Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
cretary.
Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
P. A. Efird, Coneyo, Calif. because
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In "it produces the best results, always
W. O- - W hall, Sixth street, on the cures severe colds, sore chest
and
first and third Mondays of each lungs and does not contain opiates
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. TayO. L. lor, Luthervllle, Ga. because "I beand Ladies always welcome.
Mont lieve it to be an honest medicine and
Miss
Cora
Freeman, President;
ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z, Neihart, Mont. because "it gives the
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 best results for coughs and colds of
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N, Ml
anything I sell." Every user Is a
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
NO
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
Drug Store. Adv.
102 Meets every Monday night to
0. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue a'
MONTANA WASHMEN MEET
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot
Butte, Mont, Dec. 7. Chinese flat-irodially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
artists had no cards of admission
dent; Mrs. J. T, Buhler, Secretary; when the laundrymen of Montana
C. II. Bally, Treasurer.
gathered today to perfect a state organization. Sessions were held this
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA morning and afternoon, and a banMeet In the Forest of Brotherly quet will wind up the festivities toLcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second night.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G,
The International Union of Elevator
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- Conductors won its
fight at
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es the Philadelphia convention, under
pecially welcome and cordially Invited. severe handicaps.

B.

Miscellaneous

GOAL

fJ H

i3

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

-

.,

1.

3

;4

r

1ETAIL PRICES
or More, each dll very....
to
2,000 pounds, each delivery.
pounds
pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery..
pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each dsllvery
2,000
1,000
200
50

pounds

20c per 100
25c per 100
..30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE-

I

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

VANTIADS

AND

SELL WHAT YOU D3NT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instruments.
.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

let

results and EVERYBODY'S

SATIS
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yy plete line of
samples,
any one of which would
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

y

n
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EUIIOSSED STATlOrJERY

can furnish it in white
IBe
VV or colors embossed

to
your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yoi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the

n

die depends viponlthe style.
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styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
7?
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It is reported that the ice

ROBINSON WOULD KNOW

Washington, Dec. 7 Senator Robinson of Arkansas today introduced a
ifholiiLion directing an inquiry into
a published report that $75,000 was
paid to United States senators by
agents of American troops from Vera
The resolution provided that
Cruz.
the foreign relations Committee visit
toreigu countries and hold hearings
and report before March 4, 1915- - The
resolution went over to tomorrow.

3 is

Pura dam No.

on Agua

MUTUAL THEATER

eight inches thick.

TONIGHT

MARKET

First Show Starts at 7; is
SATURDAY

RED AND WHITE GRAPES

"Redbird Wins''
(Two-ree- l
feature) American
"The Man With the Hoe"
- Thanhouser

There were about 25 fellows at the
The
C5 A. hike on Saturday.
concanyon,
In
the
was
good
skating
sequently- the kids had a good time.

Y. M.

Vegas land grant board
reKuiar monthly meeting this
up a skating party yesterday in the' orDng
Routine 'affairs were
The ice was a little rough tondeti to. Several old claims were
on No. 3 dam, eo spills were PrettyjoongIaered but nothlng of teal lmpor-. n
0
nM
fAlImv. anil'
C.v.
ouuiu ml ui
uequGUh
itance transpirea ai me mBeuug,
at
hand
their
tried
figure
cutting
girls'
eights in the air wnh great success
WEDDING
in more than one instance.
Mies Carmelita Madrid- - and Albino
were united in marriage
ConJacobson
lmmaculata
The feast of the
at the home of the
most
one
evening
the
of
Saturday
Important
ception,
on
Madrid,
Ronlfacio
fi.thpr.
holy days observed by the Roman Catholic church, will be celebrated to- the West side. The ceremony, which
morrow. There will be special vesper was performed by the Rev. Carlos
nervices tonight in the Church of the Cordova,, was extremely simple and
Tomorrow attended' by a few of the friends and
Immaculate Conception.
morning there will be three masses at relatives of the bride and groom. The
this church, one at 6:30 o'clock, one wedding was followed ' by a repast
at 7 o'clock and one at 10 o'clock. Mrs. Jacobson Is one of Las Vegas'
The latter mass will be a solemn high best known girls. Mr. Jacobsson has
mass, with deacon and subdeacon. A been in the employ of The Optic as a
large number of people will receive pressman for several years, and is re
communion tomorrow.
Special serv- garded as one of the steadiest and
ices also will be held at the West side best men upon the force. The young
Catholic churches.
couple are keeping house' en the Went

SATURDAY'S

- Bridge St

The Y, M. C. A. will commence basketball practice this week. Coach
Dowden hopes to have bis boys In
shape for a game on Christmas day..

A large crowd of young people made .
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BANANAS.
NEW ORANGES.
STRAWBERRIES.

..

'

CRANBERRIES

The

.,

LOCAL NEWS

J

,

"I

'

HEAD LETTUCE

Old Taylor rThiaKey and Sherwood
'
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Coal and wood deliveries tomorrow.
Phone Main 47, James O'Byrne. Adv.

Order your revenue cancellors now.
' "
Optic pub. Co.
Cutler Brothers, Insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Ad7.

North- -

Coal and wood deliveries tomorrow.
Phone Main 47. James O'Byrne. Adv.

dressmaker, reWashington. Gowns at

Mrs. H. T. Davis,

moved to 407
popular prices.

Adv.

SWEET POTATOES
CARROTS

-

'

BEETS
PARSNIPS.'

J.

basketball teams - have commenced
practicing. The candidates for the
girls' team were out at the armory
Saturday morning, and the boys startThe girls
ed, on Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Frank II. H. Roberts has received are being coached by Miss Pearl Hut
a letter from Dr. J. Stanley Hall, pres
ident of Clark University, compli
menting him on the speech he deliv
ered at the meeting of the educational
A
council of the last teachers' conven
tion. Dr. Roberts' spoke at that tiinti
of educating the
011 the question
Americans,
proposing a plan
Spanish
hitherto untried in this country. Dr.
,
Hall, perhaps, is the foremost edu1
cator of America,

chinson. The boys are undor the direction of Professor C. F. Lewis. Both
teams look good, and, with an even
break of luck, will make anybody
hustle to beat them for the state
championship.

3

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

The local postoffice announces that
both incoming and outgoing mails are
beginning to show evidence of heavier
shipments, due no doubt, to the approach of the holiday season. The
mails are not overcrowded, but the
rush .soon will begin, the postmaster
believes.

.TURNIPS
.

The New Mexico Normal University

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

FRESH TOMATOES

.

MADRID-JACOBSO-

'

CELERY

The commissioners of San Miguel
county held their regular mommy
meeting today at the court house.
Nothing important was considered
during the morning session.

H. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Don't neglect to order your
Christina cards.

elks' gieiiobial

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876

FOR

DEPARTEHROTHERS

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

ANNUAL SERVICE AT THE LODGE
IS
ROOMS YESTERDAY
IMPRESSIVE

A large audience was present yes
The Music and Art society of Las
Finch'a Golden Wedding Rye, aged
afternoon to attend the me
terdayside.
announces that the next con
In vood. Direct from the distillery to Vegas
held by lodge No. 408
morial
services
occur
will
cert
members
the
Miss
The body of
Margaret Grainey
given by
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
service you.
The United States civil
oh Thursday evening at the home of Benevolent and Protective Order ol
arrived on train No. 10 today from AlElks, In honor of" the "memory of the
Mrs. John Robbins.
buquerque. Miss Grainey, who was a commission has announced several exJ. I Malaney and wife have
brothers. The services 'were
departed
school teacher at Valencia, was the aminations to be held here In the near
the studio in the Veeder building,
beautiful, touchmj a"
be
Santa's
would
impressively
Bister of Mrs. Kate Bell of Mineral future. They are as follows: Decemincomplete
pack
class photographic work of ail
und field High
with their solemn simplicity. The
box
a
of
embossed
without
Hill. She was well known here, hav- ber 29, for agriculturist
stationery.
kinds. Kodak finishing done. Adv.
.o ceremony this year undoubtedly vfis1
Order now at'Opttc office.!? :n
ing visited Las Vegas for several agent (male) at a salary of $2,640;
assistant
December
for
29,
Her
superior to any the lodge has ever
summer.
engineer
sister
weeks during the
For sale Seven room modern house
with
The civic committee of the W Oman's held. The program opened
is the only surviving relative. The for mapping wells (male) at a salary
lots.
on hill. Steam heated, three
continu
and
Funeral
coMarch,
assistant
of
to
for
6,
$1,800; January
Chopin's
Club of Las Vegas has planned
body is being cared for by the Page
Bargain if taken in a Jew days. Box operate with the Carnegie library ed: the note of sadness throughout.
a salary of 8340 to
Furniture 'and Undertaking company, photographer at
'
548. Adv.
board in placing reference books In An anthem followed, and then WilFebruary 6, for position in custom
pending the arrangements for the
of
service
will
from
the
be
gauger
which
clerk,
storekeeper,
the local library for graded reading liam H. Springer, the exalted ruler of
chapel
funeral,
Will buy in exchange for feed, good in the
the lodge, delivered his salutation,
Any further
of tie firm tomorrow morning at 9:30 and storekeeper-gauger- .
public schools. ,
P. Trambley Roller
sacks.
on
examin
followed by the calling of the roll cf
desired
these
Information
burlap
of
Rev.
J.
the
direction
under
o'clocq,
Mills, 1215 Mora avenue. Adv.
ations will be supplied by Oscar
All orders for holiday stationery the dead and toling eleven strokes,
S. Moore.
local representative of the com
and greetings must be in by Decem- one of the symbolic usages t.r the
"The Gleaners class o the Methodist
Riihncrir. for TI) OOTm.
mission.
order. During ;this part of the prober 15. Optic Pub. Co.
.,
Sunday school will hold a candy sale
gram the members of the lodge ros?
next Saturday at York's store. Adv.
Las Vegas chapter No. 3, Royal Arch in unison and gave the sign cf grief.
Masons, will meet tonight at Masonic The address was given by Rev. Jesse
The Ladles' league of the Presby- hall. At this gathering officers will S. Moore. His subject,, "After Death
terian church will hold a social ses- be elected for the ensuing year. Lunch
What?" was excellently carriej out,
sion tomorrow afternoon at the home and eigars will be served. All mem- the lecture creating a deep impres
sion.
,
of Mrs. L. R Layton, 918 Eighth bers are requested to be present.
Rev:
Moore made a masterful
street.
Mr.
FARM
DAIRY
JONES
FARM
DAIRY
BACON,
JONES
SAUSAGE,
The management of the Castaneda appeal for belief In eternal life. He
BROOKFIELD FARM SAUSAGE, SEAL SHIPT OYSTERS, MONThe name of Phil IT. LeNoir of Las hotel wishes to announce that the ho- commended the order of Elks for havVegas has appeared in the newly Is tel will give Its annual banquet and ing set itself so firmly upon record as
ARCH VEGETABLES, MONARCH FRUITS. YOU CAN GET THEM
sued edition of the Dramatic Mirror. dance on New Year's Eve..' This affair believing in Immortality, and he de
ONLY AT
Mr. LeNoir is well known as a writer has always been popular with Las Ve- clared the observance of a day cf
of motion picture scenarios.
gas society. The hotel people say that memorial for departed brethren is
this year's entertainment will be the worthy of commendation. It tends to
According to the report of Volunteer equal, f those of preceding years.
strengthen the love of the living for
Observer Lewis of the Normal Unieach other and cause them to emulate
the highest point of tempera
The condition of Mrs. H. J. Ryan, the noble deeds and qualities of the
versity,
SBWHESBa
ture reached yesterday was 45 de who has been critically ill for over a departed.
grees, xne minimum lasi mgni was week, was declared this afternoon to
The musical numbers upon the pro19 degrees.
be unimproved. Mrs. Ryan's strength gram were especially beautiful. They
is falling and her relatives are greatly were under the direction of Mrs
FANCY TOMATOES
OYSTER PLANT
In The Optic of Saturday it was discouraged. A brother from Indiana Adolphlne Kohn, who has assisted the
stated that the Thanksgiving donation polis will arrive tomorrow and a sister Elks In this capacity for many years.
HOT HOUSE LETTUCE
BEETS
to the Las Vegas hospital, taken up and niece from San Francisco are Those who participated were Miss
CRISP CELERY
TURNIPS
at the union meeting, was $8.25. Offi- looked tof, tonight.
Minnie Kohn, Mr. John Long, Mrs. A.
'
cials of the institution declared this
F. Morrlsette, Mr. Elmer Wringer,
ENDIVE
CARROTS
morning that the figures should have
The Wells Fargo Express company Mra. F. L. Reiman, Mr. George H.
been $28.25.
GREEN ONIONS
PARSNIPS
has issued an envelope full of classy Kinkel.
holiday labels and a postcard an
SOUP BUNCHES
GREEN CHILE
Charles Lloyd, who has Been in St. nouncing the coming of a Christmas
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Anthony's sanitarium for the past few gift. "The sender requests that yoii
SWEET POTATOES
weeks with an attack of pneumonia, do not open until -- Christmas,"' reads FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms,
'
la uP and about again. He made his one of the labels. Another wishes
I
if
IP!
'T
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102
first appearance at the Bismarck res the recipient a Merry Christmas and
Eighth street. Call at house or
taurant, where he is employed, again &H appy New year The postal lg a
Room 19 Crockett block.
on Saturday.
that
announcing
holiday
postal
regular
''B :.
a gift is on its waj.i
The Modern Woodmen of America
will hold their regular meeting at O.
', ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
R. C. Hall tomorrow evening at 8
Letters remaining uncalled for for
o'clock. All members are requested to
week ending December 5:
will
elected
tbe
be
as
officers
benjiresent,
Fred Burnett, Mrs. Laura I. Beecher
for the coming ' year. The Royal
knows there is no economy In
Neighbors also are invited to attend, 4, Miss May Barnett, Hays Brothers,
We are displaying swell lines of
noux
m
Refreshments will be served after the E. M. Lee 2, Mrs. Estefanite Martinez,
100a
interior
maienais.
j
Cut Glass.
'
G.
B.
Quezada,
Lee
business proceedings.
Norman, Cipriana
J particularly
she knows the best
Mrs.
Silverware.
Miss Ofelia
Trujillo,
Somers,
is the cheapest That is why so
China Closets.
The office of James O'Byrne, coal Maria Rita M. de Trujillo.
-many up to the times women
Buffets.
When calling for the above letters
and wood dealer, corner of Twelfth
nse
Dressers.
our flour exclusively.
A
('hliA
and Lincoln, was totally destroyed by please ask for "advertised letters."
E. V. LONG, P. M.
Library Tables.
trial will tell you why in unmisfire at 5 O'clock yesterday morning.
about
to
The
?30,
damage,
toamounting
takable terms. Order a Back
TuslltI;eEaicn-G.dIest- ,
Mr.
AUTO STAGE
was covered by Insurance.
day.' i t
triIn
Mora
were
to
Automobile
and
line
books
papers
stage
O'Byrne's
Ask your grocer for Pure
1
the safe and were endamaged. He weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatQuill Flour.
thinks the fire probably was started urday, leaving Murphey'8 corner 8 a.
by tramps. Mr. O'Byrne announced m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
today that he would be ready to makfe Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
deliveries tomorrow. He began the m Fare for round trip, ?5; one way,
work of erecting a new office this $3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
mornins.,
j

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by tlMdd strong and conser-

-

Our Patrons Dictate
What the Bill Shall be.
The expense of. a funeral to be respectable and in
good keeping, need not be great Our large stock of
cheap, medium and good grade goods give our patrons
the privilege of selecting what they feel they can afford.
Our aim is always to give more for the money than can
elsewhere be procured. Our business system and the
only complete equipment in the city, make this possible.

$1,-20- 0;

Lin-ber-

I. G. Johnsen

The Very Best Goods

STEARNS'

f

A v

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload ship- ped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xnias, Had you though of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

I
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I
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5he Las Vegas Roller Mills
lie Home

Of Tlia

lesl Of Everyting Eatable

1

Old Fashioned

rrrml

6

lira

Hzs

We were able to spare enough
room in our new store building
without practically any additional expense, we ate now offering FURNITURE and RUGS
at prices that are very reason
able indeed.

1

CO. STORE

&

to add a complete line- - of FURNITURE and RUGS. We did it

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
GOAAF

Furnlturo

ihhM Whalen Garage.

mm

a
1

r

Installments

LUDWID WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379
In
Furniture
and Hardware,
Everything

If you want the finest

in
Canned Fruits and
Vegetables order from
your Grocer,
"Hunto'VSupreme Fruit
"Fort" Vegetables and Berries
and1 highest quality"

-

Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axminster Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.

I' 1W
Opposite the

fOBSITO

mm

Y. M, C. A.
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j
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TILL CHRISTMAS
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Do you wish Special Equipment
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Funeral; Directors.

CASH GROCER
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